Let y< = i4»0}+J3^02 + C^+D.-0i08+-Et-04 where i = l, 2, 3, 4, 5. There are five linearly independent y's. We shall consider the y's as the coordinates of a point in 5 4 . Thus to each point in (x), and consequently to each of 24 points in (x), corresponds a point (y) in S*. The locus of the points (y) is a hypersurface of some order in S 4 .
Let us choose five linearly independent y's. (For every choice of y's we will get some hypersurface and all these hypersurfaces will be linearly related.) (1) yi(y2 + 2y* + 6y 5 ) + 2y 2 -;y 3 -y4. + 4=y 2 y± +I2y 2 y?> -2y z y4: = 0. The rank of the matrix of this hyperquadric cone is three. This means that the hyperquadric has a line of vertices. The partial derivatives, dQ dQ = y 2 + 2y* + 6j5, = yi + 4^2 + 4;y 4 + 12y B , dyi dy 2 dQ dQ = -2y 3 -2;y 4 , = 2yx + 4y 2 -2y z -2;y 4 , dyz dy± dQ = 6yx + 12y 2 dys all vanish at the points F(-4, 2, 4, -4, 1) and F'(4, -2, -1, 1, 0) and any point on the join of these two points. Hence this join VV' is the vertex of the hyperquadric cone.
Next, the exceptional points of the (1, 24) transformation will be considered. To the intersections of 0i = O, 02 = 0, 04 = 0, that is, (1, co, co , co), corresponds y x = y 2 = 3>3 = y*=y5 = 0, which represents no point. These 8 points are fundamental points of the transformation. Hereafter they will be called the 7^-points.
To the first neighborhood of the F-points corresponds the join of F'(4, -2, -1, 1, 0) and F(-4, 2, 4, -4, 1). For example, to the first neighborhood of (1, co, co 2 , 0), that is, P d (l+di, oe+d 2 , oe 2 +d 3 , ^4), corresponds
which is the join of V and F'. If P<* is on 0i =0, to it corresponds the point V( -4, 2, 4, -4, 1). To any point on 0i = O, 04 = 0 corresponds the point T(2, 1, -2, 0, 0). A generic hyperplane, yi +\iy 2 +X2y3 +^y4 +X4j5 = 0, cuts Q in a quadric c7 and the line VT in a point R on g to which corresponds in (x) a quartic surface 0i + (X2 -4)0i02 + (4 -2Xi -X 2 + X 3 )0i03 + (2 + Xi -2X 2 )02 + (2Xx + 4X 2 -4X 3 + X 4 -4)04 = 0, which has 0i = O, 0 4 = O (which is composed of 4 lines) as double tangents. That is, the line0i = O, #4 = 0 is tangent to (2) P(a, b, c, d , e) lie on Q which we assumed in the beginning. Thus to a hyperplane through VV' tangent to Q at some point P not on VV' corresponds a quartic which is the square of a quadric <f>\ +M02 = 0.
To a hyperplane through VV'T, Mapping of intersections of the hyperquadric cone. A generic hypersurface H n cuts Q in a surface F 2n to which corresponds in (x) a surface F^. From the form of the transformation one can see that each of the four lines 0i = 0 and 0 4 = 0 is an w-fold double tangent, and each of the 6 points of intersection of 0i = O, 02 = 0, 03 = 0, (l,i, -l,i),
To a generic surface Fn in (x) corresponds on Q a surface whose order can always be determined. Suppose FI does not pass through the F points. The equation of Fl will contain a term of the form 0™ where 3m = n. A generic quartic surface Fl and another quartic surface// cuts Fn , or Fs m > in 48m points which form 2m sets of 24 points each. To these 2m points correspond in (y) the 2m points that are on the plane of intersection of the two hyperplanes F and ƒ that correspond to the two quartic surfaces Fl and//. But these 2m points are the intersections of the surface in (y), that corresponds to Fn , and the plane common to F and ƒ. Thus the surface in (3;) that corresponds to F^ is of order 2m, where 3m = n.
The surface F 2n on Q is cut out by a hypersurface H which may pass through a plane of Q. For example, when F n ' is a sextic surface, // is a hyperquadric, call it H 2l which passes through a plane of Q. That is, the intersection of H 2 and Q is composed of a plane and a cubic to which corresponds in (x) a quadric and a cubic surface. More generally H m cuts Q in a surface to which corresponds in (x) a surface of order 4m. In order that it reduce to 3m it is necessary that a factor of order m split off. We have seen that the factors will be of the form 0? and (0?+M02) /3 , where d+2/3 = m, and H m will contain VT two times and ]8 planes of Q. For example, if n = 9 and m = 3, H m will be a cubic that contains VT and one plane of Q.
Suppose two hypersurfaces H m and H n cut Ç. To this intersection C will correspond in (x) the intersections of two surfaces F± m and F± n which is a curve C' of order 16mn. Thus to C mn in (y) correspond in
\X)
ClQmn.
To a generic curve CI in (x) which is the complete intersection of two symmetric surfaces Fl and Fl, where rs = n, corresponds a curve in 5 4 whose order can be determined. If the two surfaces do not go through the F points, each surface will have a term of the form <f4 where Sd = r or 3dp = s. A surface Fl will intersect FI and Fl, and consequently CI, in 36d points to which corresponds in (y) 36<i/3/24 points which are intersections of the hyperplane that corresponds to Fl and the curve in (y) that corresponds to CÛ. Hence order of the curve in (y) that corresponds to C n ' is 36d/3/24 or \n.
The order of the curve C[ mn in (x) that corresponds to the intersection of H m and H n on Q may be reduced if either or both of H m and H n contain a plane of Q or the line VT. For example if H m contains VT then the curve in (x) is Cieno»-i) and if £Tm contains a plane of Q the curve in (x) is Ci6n(m-2).
Symmetric quartics. To a net of hyperplanes through a line 5 cutting Qin A and I? corresponds in (x) a net of quartic surfaces with the same 4 double tangents 0i = O, 0 4 = O and with two sets of 24 points each A' and B' corresponding to A and B as base points outside of the 8 i^-points which are the points of tangency. When 5 is tangent to Q the quartic surfaces in (x) are all tangent to each other at 24 points. Now consider any two quadrics q 1 and q" on Q. The common hypertangent planes of q 1 and q" envelop two hyperquadric cones. Through a generic point of Q there are two tangent hyperplanes to each of the cones. To q' and q" correspond in (x) two quartic surfaces Fl and -Fl'. Every tangent hyperplane of one of these cones cuts Q in a quadric which touches q' and q". To this quadric corresponds a quartic surface in (x). which touches Fl in 24 points, and Fl ' in 24 points. That is, given two symmetric quartic surfaces Fl and Fl' there exist two systems of symmetric quartic surfaces such that every quartic of the system has 24 point contact with Fl and Fl'.
To the intersection of a hyperplane through VT with Q corresponds in (x) a system of symmetric cubic surfaces </>i+Ai0i</> 2 +X203 = O. Let q' be a quadric not through VT. Now let I be the vertex of a hyperquadric cone through q' whose tangent hyperplanes cut Q in quadrics tangent to q'. To these correspond in (x) cubic surfaces and a quartic surface. Thus for a symmetric quartic surface corresponding to a generic quadric on Q there exists a system of cubic surfaces with the property of 24 point contact with the quartic surface.
